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Sporting a new take on art
Sport and art don’t always mix. But as the AFL season gets into full swing one Surf Coast
painter is using his love of the game to inspire his creations, MIRANDA LUBY reports

A

NDREW Gordon is a die-hard
footy fan. But unlike most
blokes watching a game, the
29-year-old sports lover isn’t just
cheering on his side, but mentally
creating his next artwork.
The Breamlea painter is known for
his representations of sportsmen.
He creates huge, colourful works
depicting teams of elite stars, mostly
AFL players.
The moving, faceless figures
conjure up the imagined personas of
the players — fearless and ready to do

battle on the footy field.
So when Andrew’s sitting in the
stands with his mates with a beer and
meat pie, he’s gaining inspiration.
‘‘People are surprised when I say
I’m a painter because they think
someone who loves a game of footy
can’t be that artistic. It doesn’t mix,’’
says Andrew.
‘‘But I don’t see loving sports and
loving the arts as mutually exclusive.’’
Despite what most people think,
Andrew says, sport and art is the
perfect match.

‘‘Sports players are a great subject
to paint because when you think
about it, a great art work needs
drama, and that’s exactly what you
get from a great game of footy,’’ says
Andrew, who grew up in Melbourne
as an Essendon supporter.
‘‘There’s always two sides to it with
two teams, so it automatically creates
that excitement and emotion which is
a perfect thing to have to start a work
of art. Plus when it’s AFL there’s that
celebrity factor, which brings another
element.’’
Andrew particularly likes painting
troubled sports stars, although you
would never pick the player from his
work.
‘‘It’s never usually one person or
one team, but an amalgamation of all
the players and games and team

photos I see,’’ he says.
‘‘They’re really more like imagined
people.’’
Andrew’s 2011 exhibition White
Line Fever explored the turbulent
lives of sports idols in Australia.
‘‘Football today throws finely tuned
young men into the spotlight. Their
triumphs are celebrated and off-field
behaviours are scrutinised beyond
escape,’’ Andrew says about his series.
‘‘They are trained into competitive
beasts and become gladiators as they
cross the white line.’’
But Andrew’s most unique artistic
creations aren’t his paintings of sports
stars. All around his beachside home
hang dyed rectangles of fabric of
varying sizes. Some in pinks and
greens, some in familiar colour
combinations such as red and white

‘‘People are surprised when I say I’m a
painter because they think someone
who loves a game of footy can’t be that
artistic. It doesn’t mix.’’

Artist Andrew Gordon’s faceless athletes are a testament to his passion for the
drama of sport and how this translates into art.
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and black. These sports flags, inspired
by his childhood, come from a time
when team flags and banners were
home made, rather than bought at the
game.
‘‘My dad was really artistic and a
massive footy fan, and he used to take
me to heaps of games,’’ Andrew
recalls.
‘‘All the other kids had bought flags
from the shop but Dad insisted we
make our own.’’
Andrew and his creative father
used to get out the sewing machine
before the start of each footy season
and make a new flag together.
‘‘One was this huge black and red
checked patch quilt that we tied to a
bamboo stick,’’ says Andrew, who still
has the original flags he made with his
father.
‘‘At the time I was pretty
embarrassed because all the other
flags were brand new. But looking
back I think it was great.’’
Now, Andrew uses the flags as art
on their own or as backdrops to his
large oil paintings.
They’re made from hand-dyed
material and salvaged remnants from
everyday life. They garnered praise at
his 2012 exhibition, Bloods.
In recent years, recognition for the
niche subject of sports-inspired art
has been growing.
The Ian Potter Museum of Fine Art
in Melbourne awards the Basil Sellers
Art Prize each year, which
encourages artists to engage with the
issues and ideas that sports can
provoke.
Some internationally-renowned
artist, such as US-based Jonas Wood,
a fine artist known for his work with
nostalgic paintings and drawings, are
leading the way in the field.
For Andrew, there’s a lot more
room in art for sports-inspired work
and more opportunities for sportslovers to appreciate art. Especially in
a footy-mad city sucgh as Geelong.
‘‘I think it would be great if more
people saw how well art and sport can
work together,’’ he says.
Andrew is currently working on a
new set of paintings, still sports-related,
for his 2013 exhibition Wildcats.
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‘‘I think it would
be great if more
people saw how
well art and
sport can work
together.’’

Surf Coast artist Andrew Gordon
challenges people to think of sport
and art as one.
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